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Abstract
In this paper, we study the pre-layout wire length and congestion
estimation. We find that two structural metrics, mutual contraction
and net range, can be used to predict wire lengths. These metrics
have different application ranges and complement each other. We
also propose a new metric, the structural pin density, to capture the
peak routing congestion of designs. Larger maximum pin densities
usually lead to larger peak congestions in circuits with similar
average congestions. We demonstrate experimentally very good
correlation of our pre-layout measures with post layout
interconnect lengths. We also isolate the structural netlist
properties which cause the peak congestion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interconnects play a crucial role in the overall performance of
modern VLSI systems. Early wire optimization is needed to
achieve the required performance, routability, and power. The
cost functions employed during traditional logic synthesis do
not take interconnects into consideration, which may lead to
sub-optimal designs. On the other hand, physical synthesis
with fixed circuit structure has limited improvement space. For
this reason, physical and logic co-synthesis have attracted a lot
of research effort in recent years. Integrating logic synthesis
and physical design steps will be possible only if we
understand how decisions made at the logic synthesis level
affect placement and routing results.

Previous works on physical and logic co-synthesis can be
grouped into three categories: layout-driven logic synthesis,
local netlist transformations, and metric-driven structural logic
synthesis. Layout-driven logic synthesis [12][17][18] starts
with creating an initial placement of the technology-
independent netlist and uses placement coordinates of the
objects to improve the synthesis flow. Such methods work with
very inaccurate placement model since final placement is
likely to change substantially after synthesis. Local-netlist-
transformation methods [14][16] directly operate on a placed
netlist. Targeting different objectives such as timing, or power
consumption, critical parts of the circuit are extracted with
accurate layout information. Re-synthesis and re-placement
are used to transform them. These approaches work on correct
net-lengths estimates and apply local transformations to
preserve the existing placement as much as possible. This
limits the optimization potential. More recently, the metrics
such as adhesion [11] and distance [10] have been proposed to
capture routability of designs. Those metrics were applied in
logic synthesis to obtain more routable designs. We refer to
this approach as metric-driven structural logic synthesis.

We believe that the first step towards guiding logic synthesis
in producing layout-friendly results, is the ability to predict
layout characteristics from the netlist structure. In this paper
we focus on pre-layout wire length and congestion estimations.
We find that mutual contraction and net range, two structural
metrics, can be used to predict wire lengths in the final layout.
They have different application ranges and complement each
other well. We propose also a new metric, the structural pin
density, to capture the peak routing congestion. This metric is
much simpler to calculate than adhesion.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss wire
length prediction using multiple metrics. We analyze the
quality of wire length predictions by mutual contraction,
connectivity, edge separability and net range. In Section 3 we
study the relationship between netlist structure and routing
congestion. We introduce the structural pin density, which
serves as a second-order congestion-estimation metric. Section
4 concludes the paper.

2. PRE-LAYOUT WIRE LENGTH 
PREDICTION 

2.1 Previous work
Statistical wire length prediction has been studied for a number
of years. Most of the papers [6][20] in this category follow the
pioneering work of Donath in 1979, and make wire length
predictions based on Rent’s rule. In [19], Pedram and Preas
estimate interconnect lengths by considering all possible
distributions of pins in rows.
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Very few papers address the individual wire-length prediction.
In [13], the authors show that individual wire lengths depend
on placement algorithms. Wire-length predictions accurate for
one placement flow may be inaccurate for another. To solve
this problem, the authors embed the wire length prediction into
their FPI [8] placement flow and predict individual wire-
lengths during the clustering step. This approach can make
predictions only on intra-cluster nets, which tend to be short in
the final placement. Another solution is proposed by Bodapati
and Najm [1]. Their method requires building black-box
models for the place-and-route tools, which is a time-
consuming task.
In this paper we propose a new type of wire length prediction.
We consider nets which have similar characteristics in terms of
some structural metric. Based on the numerical values of those
metrics, we can predict that nets in one group have a tendency
to be longer or shorter than the members of another group. We
call this kind of prediction, a semi-individual prediction. In
this paper we restrict our discussion only to such predictions. 

2.2 Predicting wire lengths of 2-pin nets
Net lengths usually increase with an increase of the pin
number. The correlation is good, but this measure cannot
capture wire length variations among nets with the same
number of pins. Typically, in real circuits, more than 50% of
nets are 2-pin nets, so we begin our discussion from those nets.

2.2.1 Predicting lengths of 2-pin nets 
Several metrics, such as connectivity [7], edge separability [5],
and mutual contraction [9], have been proposed to guide the
clustering process in multi-level partitioning, or placement
frameworks. In this paper, we apply them to predict wire
lengths of 2-pin nets, and compare their efficiencies.
We model multi-pin nets by cliques. A connection c(u,v)
represents all edges connecting nodes u and v. The weight of a
connection, w(u,v), is a sum of edge-weights of the edges in
c(u, v). A node v is node u’s neighbor if the connection c(u,v)
exists. A(v) is the area-cost of a node v. Traditionally, a weight
in a clique representing a multi-pin net is assumed to be:

(EQ 1)

where d(i) denotes a degree of a net i. Connectivity is a
measure of contraction between two connected nodes u and v.
EQ2 expresses connectivity in our terminology:

(EQ 2)

Edge separability is defined for each connection c(u, v) in a
graph G.  is the minimum cut-size among all the cuts
separating nodes u and v in G. From this definition it follows
that:

(EQ 3)

Intuitively, the larger  is, the more contracted u and v are,
since separating u and v causes a greater cut-size penalty.
Computing  for each connection c in a graph is very time-
consuming, [5] proposes an algorithm to compute a tight lower
bound q(c) for  such that:

(EQ 4)

Based on the metric q(c), a connection-ranking formula given
by EQ5 is suggested in [5] and used for greedy clustering:

(EQ 5)

Mutual contraction of a connection(u,v) has been proposed in
[9]. For multi-pin nets, the authors propose a modified clique-
edge weight:

(EQ 6)

and introduce the relative weight of a connection:
(EQ 7)

In EQ7,  is a weight of the connection (u, x), the
summation is taken over all nodes x adjacent to u. The product
of wr(u,v) and wr(v,u) is a measure of the mutual contraction
of a connection (u,v):

(EQ 8)

Connections with strong contractions are most likely to end up
having short lengths.

2.2.2 Comparing the metrics 
We experiment with IBM [23] and LGSyn93 benchmark
suites. Our LGSyn93 suite consists of 21 benchmarks selected
from [26]. We synthesize the netlists of LGSyn93 benchmarks
by script.delay and map -n 1 -AFG commands in SIS using a
standard cell library translated from a commercial 0.13um
library. The mapped circuits in LGSyn93 suite range from 617
to 12562 cells. In the rest of the paper, all placements of the
circuits are generated by Capo8.7, unless indicated otherwise.
We explain our experiments for the mutual contraction case.
Experiments with other metrics are run in the same fashion.
We calculate the mutual contractions of all 2-pin nets, and for
each benchmark we determine the range [Cmin, Cthr]. Cthr is a
threshold value of mutual contraction determined such that the
summation of net lengths (after placement), whose mutual
contractions are larger than Cthr, is smaller than 5% of the total
wire length. We partition [Cmin, Cthr] into 20 equal-sized bins: 

[Ai, Bi], i=1,2...20, A1=Cmin B20=Cthr
We assign nets to bins based on their mutual contractions and
then calculate the average length of nets in each bin.
The results for ibm01 are shown in Figure 1. The x-axis
corresponds to bins sorted by their left boundary values. The y-
axis shows the average net lengths for the placed circuit.
Figure 1(a) shows the mutual contraction case, 1(b) the
connectivity, and 1(c) the edge separability. From this figure
we observe that all these metrics are correlated with wire
lengths.
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(a) Mutual contraction

(b) Connectivity (c) Edge separability
Figure 1: Placed wire length vs. prediction metrics on ibm01 
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We will refer to a pair (metric, length) as a node. We define a
correlation ratio (c-ratio) to quantify the correlation between a
metric and wire length by the following equation:

(EQ 9)

In the above equation, TotalNodePairs denotes the total count
of node pairs. If there are n (metric, length) nodes, there are

 TotalNodePairs. ViolationNodePairs denotes the number
of node pairs violating the correlation. Take two nodes in
Figure 1(a) for example. If one node has larger mutual
contraction and larger wire length than the other, then this pair
violates the negative correlation between mutual contraction
and wire length. C-ratio is a number between 0 and 1. A larger
c-ratio corresponds to a better correlation or better
predictability of the metric. We also compute r-square, the
linear regression fit of the wire length for each metric. In Table
1, we show the average c-ratio and r-square for IBM and
LGSyn93 benchmarks for different metrics. We note that the
correlation between the mutual contraction and wire length is
the best.

We have also verified that the good predictability of the mutual
contraction holds for different placers. We repeated the
experiments on IBM benchmarks using Capo8.7 [2], Dragon
[23] and mPL2.1 [3].

2.3 Limitations of mutual contraction
The IBM- and LGSyn93-benchmarks have Rent’s exponent
around 0.6. So they all have similar interconnection
complexity. 

PEKO [4] benchmarks are a special class of low Rent’s
exponent circuits. In the optimal solutions of PEKO
benchmarks, all nets are local and their lengths are the
minimum possible. Nets with the same pin numbers have
exactly the same lengths, though their mutual contractions are
usually different. Mutual contraction is not correlated well
with placed wire-lengths on PEKO benchmarks.

Using gnl [21], we built a suite of synthetic circuits with
different Rent’s exponents. Each of these circuits has 40,000
cells and the same number of nets. We place those circuits and
collect wire lengths and mutual contraction values for 2-pin
nets. We list the c-ratios and r-squares for all synthetic
benchmarks in Table 2.

In Table 2, the first column lists the Rent’s exponents. The
results suggest that mutual contraction does not work well on
low Rent’s exponent circuits.

In [9], mutual contraction has been extended from 2-pin to
multi-pin nets. Here we examine how mutual contraction
works on multi-pin nets.
In Table 3 we compare the predictability of mutual contraction
on 2-pin and multi-pin nets by c-ratio and r-square. In the
table, the data are computed as an average for 18 IBM
benchmarks.

From the table, we observe that the correlation between mutual
contraction and wire lengths of multi-pin nets is not as good as
in the case of 2-pin nets. We need other metrics to predict
accurately wire lengths of multi-pin nets. In the next section,
we will show that net_range is a good candidate.

2.4 Net range
The fanout-range-of-a-node metric was first proposed in [22].
It is defined as a circuit depth spanned by the fanout nodes.  
In [22] the authors show that the net lengths increase with an
increase in the fanout ranges. The correlation is especially
good for nets with low fanout ranges. This conclusion may be
misleading. Nets with larger pin numbers tend to have larger
fanout ranges. So the correlation that the authors have
observed may be actually caused by the pin number instead of
fanout range. Fanout range cannot distinguish two cases in
Figure 2 - both nets have fanout range 1. It is intuitive that in
the final layout, the right net will most likely be longer than the
left net.

Based on these observations,
we define net range as a
circuit depth spanned by all
terminal nodes of a net. From
the definition, the left net in
figure 2 has net range of 2,
and the right one has a net
range of 7. We use the net
range metric to predict wire
lengths of nets with the same
pin number. It is intuitive that

larger net-range-nets usually correspond to longer net lengths.
In this section, we will examine the predictive power of the net
range metric.
In IBM benchmarks, the fanin and fanout information are
incomplete and we cannot traverse circuits to assign circuit
depths to the nodes. Because of that, we cannot calculate net
ranges for nets in IBM benchmarks. In this section we test the
net range as a prediction metric. We use the LGSyn93
benchmark suite and the synthetic benchmark suite generated
by gnl.
First, we place the LGSyn93 benchmarks and plot the
relationship between the net range and wire length. We take

c ratio– 1
ViolationNodesPairs

TotalNodePairs
---------------------------------------------------------------–=

n

2 
 

Table 1. Average c-ratio and r-square values for IBM- and LGSyn93-benchmarks on different metrics

Benchmarks Mutual Contraction Connectivity Edge Separability
c-ratio r-square c-ratio r-square c-ratio r-square

IBM 0.903 0.701 0.710 0.260 0.811 0.528
LGSyn93 0.858 0.635 0.776 0.327 0.778 0.430

Table 2. Predictive power of mutual contraction on circuits 
with different Rent’s exponents

r c-ratio r-square
0.3 0.531 0.083
0.4 0.667 0.131
0.5 0.760 0.377
0.6 0.879 0.648
0.7 0.953 0.741
0.8 0.857 0.673

Table 3. Predictability using mutual contraction on nets 
with different pin numbers

pin number c-ratio r-square
2 0.903 0.701
3 0.529 0.005
4 0.631 0.118

Circuit Depth
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 2: Two nets with the
same fanout range 
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the benchmark seq as an example and show the results for 3-
pin and 4-pin nets.

In Figure 3, on the x-axis we have net range and on the y-axis
we have the average lengths of nets corresponding to those net
ranges. We do not show the results for 2-pin nets because most
of the 2-pin nets have a net range of 1. In other words, net
range is too crude a measure for 2-pin nets. We observe that
net range works well on nets with pin numbers larger than 2.
Larger net ranges correspond to longer net lengths. 
In section 2.3, we observed that the predictability of mutual
contraction varies with interconnection complexity. Here we
use the same synthetic benchmark suite and test the
predictability of a net range. In Figure 4, we show the results
for 3-pin nets for circuits with Rent's exponent 0.3 (very low)
and 0.8 (large). We observe that net range works well on the
whole spectrum of Rent's exponent circuits.

2.5 Summary
It appears that accurate pre-layout wire length prediction is not
possible with just one of the examined metrics. Among
different metrics, mutual contraction and net range show the
best prediction efficiency. These two metrics have different
application ranges. Mutual contraction works well only on 2-
pin nets in high Rent's exponent circuits. Net range works well
on both high Rent's exponent and low Rent's exponent circuits,
but since it is too coarse for two-pin nets, we apply it only to
multi-pin nets. These two metrics are complementary, and
jointly work as accurate pre-layout wire length predictors.

3. CAPTURING ROUTING CONGESTION 
FROM NETLIST STRUCTURE

3.1 Previous work
The increasingly large sizes of modern circuits lead to
increasingly long design turn-around time. This problem is
often caused by the routing congestion which has to be
resolved before reaching convergence. Predicting and
removing routing congestion has been attracting a great deal of

attention. Research efforts focus on determining routable
placements.
Accurate information about routing congestion is not available
until after detailed routing, which is too late to make
significant changes. Therefore, it is desirable to have
congestion estimations earlier in the design cycle. In [15], the
authors propose a stochastic congestion estimation algorithm
for a placed netlist. In [24], Rent's rule is used to quantitatively
estimate the maximum congestion prior to the placement stage.
None of these methods can be applied to optimize for
congestion since it is difficult to capture Rent's exponent
during structural transformations. Recently, a new measure
called adhesion [11] has been proposed to predict routability of
logic networks. Adhesion has been applied to logic synthesis to
improve routability. It is not clear how to determine and update
it in a computationally efficient manner.
In this section, we propose a new metric called structural pin
density to predict the peak congestion for designs with similar
average congestion. This metric is very simple and can be
measured very efficiently.

3.2 Structural pin density
We cover the chip area with a matrix of equal-sized bins. We
define routing congestion as the number of nets which after
global routing cross a bin boundary. Congestion and routing
requirements are very closely related. When considering
congestion, we need to look at both average congestion and
peak congestion. We define routing area ratio as the ratio of
the total wire length and chip area:

                                                                 (EQ 10)

We use the same
LGSyn93
benchmark suite
as in section 2,
and in Figure 5
we plot the
relationship
between Rrar
and congestion
in placed and
routed designs.
In these
experiments the
chips have
aspect ratio 1.

We obtain the congestion maps from placements using the
congestion plotter [25].
In Figure 5, the x-axis measures Rrar and y-axis measures
congestion. The circles represent peak congestions and
triangles represent the average congestion. We observe that
there is a correlation between the Rrar and congestion.
Looking at Figure 5, we also note that a larger average
congestion usually corresponds to a larger peak congestion.
However, in some cases, circuits with similar average
congestion may have very different peak congestions. To
capture the peak congestion from the netlist structure more
precisely, we need a second order metric.
We define node level as the circuit depth of the node. Also we
define net level of a net i by the formula:

(EQ 11)

(a) 3-pin nets (b) 4-pin nets
Figure 3: Placed wire lengths vs. net range for benchmark seq 
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Using circuit depth, we partition a circuit from PIs to POs into
n regions (slices) of the same depth. For example, we may
partition a circuit of depth 20 into 5 regions, each of depth 4. A
partition is maximal if all regions have depth 1. We associate
each net with a region covering this net's level. After that, we
define the structural pin density of a region i by:

(EQ 12)

The structural pin density is a ratio between the total number
of pins on the nets in a region i, and the total pin count in the
whole circuit. The maximum pin density is the largest
structural pin density among all the regions in a maximal
partition. Intuitively, larger maximum pin density suggests that
interconnects are more entangled in some region of the circuit.
We conjecture that a larger maximum pin density will lead to a
larger peak congestion in circuits with similar average routing
congestion or Rrar.
Circuits with larger circuit depths tend to have smaller
maximum pin density. So when comparing the maximum pin
density between two circuits with different circuit depths, we
normalize the maximum pin density values to the average pin
density.

3.3 Maximum pin density vs. peak congestion
To verify our conjecture, we first observe three benchmark
pairs selected among the 21 benchmarks used in obtaining data
in Figure 5. Pertinent measures for those benchmark-pairs are
listed in Table 4.

In this table, ave_c denotes the average congestion and peak_c
denotes the peak congestion. Benchmarks in each pair have
similar average congestions but very different peak
congestions. For example, seq has a little larger average

congestion but significantly smaller peak congestion than
misex3. In Figure 6 we plot the pin density distribution in the
maximal partitions of those benchmarks.

From Table 4 and Figure 6, we observe that in each benchmark
pair, the benchmark with a larger maximum pin density has a
larger peak congestion in the final placement.

To further examine the maximum pin density measure, we first
build different benchmark suites from the same original
LGSyn93 benchmarks by applying different logic synthesis
flows. In SIS, we optimize the netlists by the scripts rugged,
boolean and algebraic. Then we perform mapping using
commands map -m 0, map -m 0.5 and map -n 1 -AFG. These 9
combinations of logic synthesis and technology mapping steps
result in 9 different versions of each original benchmark
circuit. Together with the circuits used in previous
experiments, we have 10 benchmark suites and we refer to
them as LGS01 through LGS10. Each suite contains different
mutants of the same initial benchmark examples. We compute
the maximum pin density and the average congestion and
predict the peak congestion in the following way. For each
benchmark suite, we first determine for each pair of circuits
their relative average congestions. Our estimations are
computed based on the c-ratio method defined in EQ9. In the
first experiment a node is a pair (average congestion, peak
congestion). We validate the relationship between the average
and peak congestion by computing the c-ratios (second column
in Table 5). In the second experiment when average
congestions differ less than 5%, a node is (maximum pin
density, peak congestion); otherwise a node is (average
congestion, peak congestion). Again we compute c-ratios and
list them in column 3 of Table 5. We repeat the same
experiments by replacing average congestion by Rrar. The
results are shown in columns 4 and 5 in Table 5.

In Table 5, ave_c denotes the average congestion and mp
stands for the maximum pin density. We observe that in case
when two benchmarks have similar average congestions or
similar Rrar values, the difference between their peak
congestions can be well explained by the maximum pin density.
The Maximum pin density serves well as a second order metric
for peak congestion prediction.

3.4 Relationship between logic synthesis and 
congestion distribution

Logic synthesis has a significant impact on a netlist structure.
In this section, we examine the influence of logic synthesis on
congestion. We consider only the congestion distribution.

PinDensity i( )

NetDegree j( )
Net j Region i∈

∑

TotalPinNumber
-------------------------------------------------------------------------=

(a) seq VS misex3

(b) C5315 VS C7552 (c) apex3 VS apex4
Figure 6: Comparing the structural pin density

distribution for different benchmarks
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Table 4. Benchmark paris with similar average congestions 
but very different peak congestions

Bench 
pairs

1 2 3
seq misex3 C5315 C7552 apex3 apex4

Rrar 1.6529 1.6536 1.4427 1.2933 1.7012 1.6928

ave_c 28.874 28.753 23.189 21.826 30.602 30.212
peak_c 54.914 61.446 41.837 48.608 56.922 61.063

Table 5. Maximum pin density vs. peak congestion as 
measured by c-ratio

Bench ave_c ave_c+mp Rrar Rrar+mp
LGS01 0.879 0.947 0.805 0.879
LGS02 0.862 0.929 0.732 0.832
LGS03 0.863 0.916 0.742 0.816
LGS04 0.889 0.942 0.842 0.921
LGS05 0.847 0.926 0.742 0.821
LGS06 0.884 0.921 0.737 0.842
LGS07 0.886 0.963 0.879 0.947
LGS08 0.823 0.889 0.758 0.804
LGS09 0.889 0.924 0.772 0.848
LGS10 0.901 0.930 0.871 0.936

Ave 0.872 0.929 0.788 0.854
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By applying different logic synthesis flows on the same
benchmark, we get different mutants of the same circuit. In our
examples we optimize each circuit by the script.rugged
followed by one of the technology mapping commands: map -
m 0 or map -n 1 -AFG. After placing the netlists, we compare
their congestion maps. Here we use the mPL2.1 placer. For
each benchmark we divide the chip area into bins such that
each version of the same example is covered by the same
number of rows and columns of bins. Since we are interested in
high congestion areas, for each example, we determine the
indices of the 10% of the highest congestion bins. The number
of selected bins n is the same for all circuit-pairs. For any two
congestion maps corresponding to mutants of the same circuit,
we find those m bins whose indices are present in selected bins
in both circuits. We define the overlapping ratio as m/n. The
overlapping ratios for the congestion maps are shown in the
third column of Table 6. We repeat the same experiment on
circuits obtained by optimizing the initial benchmark using
script.algebraic and script.boolean followed by the same
mapping command map -n 1 -AFG. The overlapping ratios are
shown in the fourth column of Table 6.

In Table 6, # nodes denotes the number of nodes in initial
circuits before optimization and technology mapping. Due to
page limitations, we show results only for five benchmarks.
Our experiments suggest that logic synthesis has a significant
impact on the congestion distribution of the final layout.
Guiding logic synthesis by congestion maps obtained from un-
optimized netlists would be misleading.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the pre-layout wire length prediction
and congestion estimation. We found that mutual contraction
and net range, the two structure-level metrics, predict wire
lengths quite well. These two metrics have different
application ranges and complement each other in accurate wire
length predictions. We also analyzed the relationship between
netlist structure and routing congestion and proposed a new
second-order metric, called structural pin density which
captures the relative peak congestions. Larger maximum pin
densities usually lead to larger peak congestions in circuits
with similar average congestions. Future work includes logic
synthesis based on wire length predictions and congestion
driven logic optimization.
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different logic synthesis flows

Bench # nodes experiment 1 experiment 2
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alu4 2367 0.381 0.333

apex4 1384 0.429 0.205
ave 2708 0.302 0.248
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